Human tumor xenografts as predictive preclinical models for anticancer drug activity in humans: better than commonly perceived-but they can be improved.
It is not uncommon for new anti-cancer drugs or therapies to show highly effective, and sometimes even spectacular anti-cancer treatment results using transplantable tumors in mice. These models frequently involve human tumor xenografts grown subcutaneously in immune deficient hosts such as athymic (nude) or severe combined immune deficient (SCID) mice. Unfortunately, such preclinical results are often followed by failure of the drug/therapy in clinical trials, or, if the drug is successful, it usually has only modest efficacy results, by comparison. Not surprisingly, this has provoked considerable skepticism about the value of using such preclinical models for early stage in vivo preclinical drug testing. As a result, a shift has occurred towards developing and using spontaneous mouse tumors arising in transgenic and/or knockout mice engineered to recapitulate various genetic alterations thought to be causative of specific types of respective human cancers. Alternatively, the opinion has been expressed of the need to refine and improve the human tumor xenograft models, e.g., by use of orthotopic transplantation and therefore promotion of metastatic spread of the resultant "primary" tumors. Close inspection of retrospective and prospective studies in the literature, however, reveals that human tumor xenografts-even non metastatic ectopic/subcutaneous "primary" tumor transplants-can be remarkably predictive of cytotoxic chemotherapeutic drugs that have activity in humans, when the drugs are tested in mice using pharmacokinetically clinically equivalent or "rational" drug doses. What may be at variance with clinical activity, however, is the magnitude of the benefit observed in mice, both in terms of the degree of tumor responses and overall survival. It is argued that this disparity can be significantly minimized by use of orthotopic transplant/metastatic tumor models in which treatment is initiated after the primary tumor has been removed and the distant metastases are well established and macroscopic-i.e., the bar is raised and treatment is undertaken on advanced, high volume, metastatic disease. In such circumstances, survival should be used as an endpoint; changes in tumor burden using surrogate markers or micro-imaging techniques can be used as well to monitor effects of therapies on tumor response. Adoption of such procedures would more accurately recapitulate the phase I/II/III clinical trial situation in which treatment is initiated on patients with advanced, high-volume metastatic disease.